
 
 

 

 

 
Part 1: Look and read. Choose the correct words and write them on the lines. 

brother; father; daughter; aunt; husband, grandmother;  

divorced; son, nephew; sister; cousin; wife  

 

1. A male sibling ............................. 

2. No longer married ............................. 

3. A male parent ............................. 

4. A male child ............................. 

5. A female child ............................. 

6. A son of your sister or brother, or a son of the sister or brother of 

your husband or wife  

............................. 

Part 2. Choose the best correct answer to complete the sentence.  

1. Are you interested ..................... playing badminton after class?  

A. in  

B. with  

C. on  

D. for  

2. What ..................... going to Hanoi tomorrow?  

A. to  

B. in  

C. about  

D. for  

3. Hoa works very ..................... so she always gets good marks.  

A. badly  

B. good  

C. Hardly  

D. hard  
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4. The building was built  ..................... 1962 and 1969.  

A. between  

B. from  

C. since  

D. for  

5. This school ..................... in 1997.  

A. built  

B. is built  

C. was built  

D. has built  

6. Of all my friends, Hoa is ..................... 

A. the tallest 

B. the most tallest  

C. taller 

D. more taller  

7. Would you mind if I  ..................... a photo ?  

A. take  

B. took  

C. would take 

D. am going to take  

8. Last week I ..................... my children to the biggest zoo in town.  

A. got 

B. brought  

C. fetch  

D. took  

9. Are you proud................your country and its tradition?  

A. about  

B. on  

C. of  

D. for  

10. Do you collect stamps or other things ? - Yes, I am a stamp ..................... 



 
A. collecting  

B. collector  

C. collect 

D. collection  

Part 3. Read the conversation and choose the best answer. Write letter A-H for each 

answer.  

A. It's time for class. See you soon!  

B. I go there everyday 

C. I often do morning exercise 

D. How often do you go there  

E. I like reading books 

F. Nice to meet you 

G. The weather today is so nice!  

Hoa: Hello Ann.  

Ann: Hi, Hoa. (1)______________________________. Hoa: Nice to meet you, too. 

Ann: What do you often do in the morning? 

Hoa: (2)________________________________.  

Ann: Do you usually read books in the morning? 

Hoa: Yes. (3)________________________________. 

Ann: How often do you go to the library? 

Hoa: (4)_____________________. How about you? (5)___________________? 

Ann: I go there once a week. 

Hoa: (6)_______________________. 

Ann: OK. Bye. 

Part 4. Read and choose a word from the box. Write the correct word next to numbers 

1-6.  

cold; for; seasons; a lot of; spring; much; 

summer; about; ends; lives; friends; begins 

It was the first lesson after the summer holidays at Bills school. The lesson was (1)______the 

seasons of the year. “There are four (2) ______ in a year." said the teacher. “They are spring, 

summer, autumn and winter. In spring it is warm and everything (3) ______to grow. In (4) 



 
______ it is hot and there are (5) ______flowers in the fields and gardens. In autumn there are 

many vegetables and fruit. Everybody likes to eat fruit. In winter it is (6)_______ and it often 

rains. Sometimes there is snow on the ground”.  

Part 5. Read the passage and answer the following questions by choosing A,B,C or D.  

The search for alternative sources of energy has led in various directions. Many communities 

are burning garbage and other biological waste products to produce electricity. Converting  

waste products to gases or oil is also an efficient way to dispose of waste.  

Experimental work is being done to derive synthetic fuels from coal, oil shale and coal tars. 

But to date, that process has proven expensive. Other experiments are underway to harness - 

power with giant windmills. Geothermal power, heat from the earth, is also being tested.  

Some experts expect utility companies to revive hydroelectric power derived from streams and 

rivers. Fifty years ago hydroelectric power provided one third of the electricity used in the 

United States, but today it supplies only four percent. The oceans are another potential source 

of energy. Scientists are studying ways to convert the energy of ocean currents, tides, and 

waves to electricity. Experiments are also underway to make use of the temperature differences 

in ocean water to produce energy.  

1. Which is the best title of the passage?  

A. Efficient Ways of Disposing of Waste 

B. The Use of Water Productions for Energy 

C. The Search for Alternative Sources of Energy  

D. New Discoveries in Geothermal Power  

2. In the second paragraph, the phrase “synthetic fuels” could best be replaced by which of 

the following?  

A. Biological fuels 

B. Low burning fuels  

C. Fast burning fuels  

D. Artificial made fuels  

3. Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the passage as an alternative source of 

energy?  

A. Burning of garbage  

B. Geothermal power  



 
C. Synthetic fuels 

D. Electricity  

4. According to the author, the impracticability of using coal, oil shale and coal tars as 

sources  

of energy is due to ___________ .  

A. their being time consuming 

B. their being money consuming 

C. the scarcity of sources 

D. the lack of technology their being money consuming  

5. The word “it” in the last paragraph refers to ____.  

A. alternative source  

B. the United States  

C. hydroelectric power  

D. Electricity  

Part 6. Rewrite each sentence so that the meaning stays the same.  

1. People believe that 13 is an unlucky number. 

=> 13 is ........................................................................ 

2. “How many cars are there in front of your house, Mai?”  

=> I asked .................................................................... 

3. No one introduced me to newcomers in the festival. 

=> I .............................................................................. 

4. The food was too bad for the children to eat. 

=> The food was so ...................................................... 

5. It’s no use persuading her to join in that activity. 

=> There is no .............................................................. 

6. Skating in the winter is interesting. 

=> It .............................................................................. 

Part 7. Traditional Tet Holiday in Vietnam plays a very important role in cutural life. 

In about 80-100 words, write about Tet holiday in Vietnam.  

------------------------------The end ------------------------------ 

 



 
ĐÁP ÁN 
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Part 1: 

1. brother  2. divorced  3. father  

4. son 5. daughter   6. nephew  

Part 2: 

1. A  2. C 3. D  4. A 5. C  

6. A 7. B 8. D 9. C 10. B 

Part 3: 

1. F 2. C 3. E 

4. B 5. D 6. A 

Part 4: 

1. about   2. seasons  3. begins  

4. summer  5.   a lot of  6. cold  

Part 5: 

1. C  2. D 3. D   4. B  5. C  

Part 6: 

1. 13 is believed to be an unlucky number.. 

2. I asked Mai how many cars there were in front of her/his house. 

3. I wasn’t introduced to newcomers in the festival. 

4. The food was so bad that the children couldn’t eat it. 

5. There is no point in persuading her to join in that activity. 

6. It is interesting to skate in the winter. 

Part 7:  

Suggested answer: 

Lunar New Year or Tet is the biggest traditional festival in Viet Nam. It is held in late January 

and early February. It's the time when family members reunite and celebrate the occasion 

together. Some days before Tet, people make Bánh Chưng and some other tradional dishes. 

Their house is often decorated with plants and flowers, such as peach blossom or apricot 

blossom. On the first day of the year, people visit relatives, friends and neighbors. Children 



 
receive their lucky money inside red envelops. Some people go to pagodas to pray for a happy 

new yea. Tet is really a time of fun and festival throughout the country. 


